data sheet

POLYESTER NON-WOVEN

soni COLOR Design
►Our soni COLOR Design tiles are distinctive, colorful sound
absorber panels measuring 618 x 618 mm for convenient
insertion into existing standard grid ceilings or Odenwaldsystem ceilings (OWA). They will turn every ceiling into a
high light of interior design.
►soni COLOR Design tiles consist of a thermally compressed
polyester non-woven with a 3D surface, covered with a thin
felt layer in fashionable marbled colors. The product is
available in two designs: soni COLOR Design YinYang or Wave.

Ceiling design with soni Color Design YinYang

TECHNICAL DATA
flammability

►din en 13501-1: b-s1 d0
►Fulfills the strict fire safety standard for the automotive industry
(fmvss 302, din 75 200)
►iso 3795, burning rate < 100 mm/min

temperature resistance

►-30°c to +100°c

DIMENSIONS
product

thickness [mm]

overall height [mm]

element [mm]

weight per element

color Design Wave
color Design YinYang

6
6

22
45

618 x 618
618 x 618

500 g
500 g

ADVICE		

		

BENEFITS

►There might be minimal color variations 		 ►Visually attractive and distinctive design
between different lots.
►Optimized room acoustics
►Excellent flammability characteristics
►High durability and good shape stability
►Free of mineral fibers, physiologically safe, no emission of formaldehyde
►High ageing stability
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REVERBERATION ROOM
►Based on DIN EN ISO 354
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POLYESTER NON-WOVEN

orange

3 panels replaced by soni COLOR DESIGN (YinYang)
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PLEASE SEE OUR PROCESSING AND STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS
Details and values given in this leaflet are average values and have been compiled with care. They are not binding,
however, and Cellofoam International GmbH & Co. KG disclaims any liability for any damages and detriments,
also in connection with any third party’s rights. The information given does not release the buyers from making the
necessary experiments and tests themselves. Subject to technical changes. For updates please go to our website.
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